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The Co-op Scoop
By Sarah Christensen, General Manager, Co-op Owner

As I write this, our beloved Franklin Street is a combination
of dirt and construction equipment—and that beep, beep,
beep became the anthem of our summer here at the Co-op. It
was a doozie for sure. Thanks to all of the customers who
braved the road construction, the sidewalk deconstruction,
and the search for parking! Thanks, even more, to our
employees who grinned and bore all of it. They worked
through days without water! They received deliveries on
cross-streets with cars whizzing by. They toted garbage cans
down the street for a full week just begging for a pick-up. On
any given day, they weren’t sure what might happen, but
they came in smiling and ready
to figure it out. It takes
patience and perseverance to
work through a challenge such
as this, and they did it!
Hopefully, by the time you
read this newsletter, the
construction will be finished
and our little Co-op will once
again be alive with the thirdspace buzz we’ve all come to
know and love!
Two weeks ago, on a long road
trip back from Vermont, my
children and I hit that
somewhat desperate phase of
boredom and began trying to
do that thing where you pat
your head and rub your stomach at the same time. As you
know, doing both simultaneously requires a certain amount
of focus, but not too much, because as soon as you expend
too much energy on one hand, the other one starts to slip.
This is not unlike running a store and planning an expansion
at the same time, something we’ve been working on for a
while now.

know, that twinkle in our eye—also requires
attention, but in different ways, with different hands, and at
a much slower pace. (Try doing that with your hands,
stomach, and head) Anyway, from the outside, it probably
feels like this expansion process is taking forever. It’s been a
while since we’ve had an exciting update to share with you,
but rest assured the hands are moving and we’re still hoping
to announce a site in the next month or two.

One of the keys to our success in this expansion will be you!
We recently formed an Owner Loan Committee. This group
will be responsible for reaching out to our Owners to ask if
you’d consider making a loan to
the Co-op. Sound fun? Want to
join our group? Feel free to give
me a call at the store or send me
an email at
sarah@greentree.coop. Owner
loans are a critical piece of our
financing package for the new
store. Along with our Owner
equity, they’ll show the bank
that our Owners are committed
to and supportive of our
expansion. They’ll demonstrate
in a very real way what the
cooperative business model is all
about: a group of people pooling
their resources for the products
and services they want.

We’ll also be conducting another Owner Drive in October.
Our goal is to sign up 50 new Owners. If you’re a current
Owner, please consider making an additional payment
towards your share and/or encourage your non-owner
friends to jump on the Co-op bandwagon! All of those
things, plus your shopping trips, better position us for
relocation. In the meantime, we’ll keep tapping our heads
The current GreenTree location needs attention on a daily
and rubbing our bellies. Or is it the other way around? Well,
basis from lots of hands, yours included. The new store—you you get the picture.

October Owner Drive
We’re giving away four $25 gift cards!
(Get one entry for each payment you make.)

If 50 people choose to join
on the installment plan, it will
raise $1,500 for the Co-op!

Everyone who joins
between October 1st
and 31st receives 10%
off their purchase!

If all active Owners who have
not paid in full made just one $30
payment each—it would raise
nearly $25,000 for the Co-op!
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It’s Tea Time!
By Megan Barber, Wellness Buyer, Co-op Owner

As the weather starts to get colder, nothing quite hits the
spot like a cup of your favorite tea. In fact, tea is one of the
most popular drinks ever. Around the world, human beings
drink more tea than any other beverage but water! No matter
which tea you enjoy, they all have a similar beginning. The
tea process starts with fresh picked tea leaves from the
Camellia sinensis plant. White tea is picked young, sometimes
when the leaves are still curled into buds, and dried giving it
a very mild taste. Other teas are picked when leaves are
green and fully opened, it’s the processing that gives them
their unique flavors.

tannins are released into the water. If your tea is too bitter,
try adding milk or cream. The fats will bind to the tannins,
mellowing their flavor. A squirt of lemon may also help, but
don’t add both! The acid in the lemon will cause the milk to
curdle. You can still drink it, but it will look really weird!
Sugar and honey do not reduce bitterness, but can be used to
enhance the flavor of your tea if desired. Herbal teas don’t
contain the same level of tannins, and can be brewed as long
as you like without getting bitter.

There are many other varieties of teas as well, like Pu-Ehr,
rooibos, Yerba Mate, and gunpowder. Experiment with
The majority of tea leaves are withered—meaning that they mixing teas together, adding in herbs or dried fruit, or
are placed in the sun or a cool room to removes excess water, simply trying a variety that you have not had before. In our
limiting oxidation and freeing the caffeine that changes the bulk department you can buy just enough for a cup or two, so
taste of the tea. Green tea is the least processed, with only a you don’t have to worry about filling up your cupboard with
slight oxidation, allowing it to keep its green color and taste. half empty tea boxes!
Oolong, after withering, is shaken to slightly bruise the
Sources:
leaves, increasing oxidation. It is then partially fermented
Tea Glossary: http://www.frontiercoop.com/glossary.php?
and steamed. To create black teas the leaves are withered,
shaken, fully fermented, and then fired. Each method creates type=Tea
different flavors and properties of tea.
Teas 101: http://liquidplanet.wordpress.com/beverage-101/tea-101/
Black tea has a full flavor of woody astringency with hints of Tea Association: http://www.teausa.com/14655/tea-fact-sheet
flowers. Green teas are less caffeinated with more of a
grassy, brothy flavor. White teas are the least processed with
a light, grassy, mild flavor. Oolong teas have a smooth flavor
Human
that falls in-between black and green teas. Finally, we have
herbal teas. Herbal teas are not true teas, as they do not
beings
contain Camellia sinensis leaves. A tea-like beverage, when
made by steeping plant parts in hot water, is properly known drink more
as a tisane or infusion.
And now the best part; brewing the perfect cup of tea.
Starting with cool, fresh water is key. For green teas, heat the
water so the bubbles begin to form and steep 3-4 minutes.
White teas should also be made with water just forming
bubbles and steeped 4-5 minutes. For Oolong teas, the water
should be just releasing bubbles and the tea should be steeped
4-5 minutes. For black teas, bring the water to a full boil and
steep 4-5 minutes. Herbal teas should be steeped 5-10 minutes
after adding fully boiling water as well. After choosing the
tea or herb of your choice, use about one teaspoon for each
cup of water. Then pour heated water directly over the
leaves. If you prefer, you can place the leaves in a tea ball or
strainer so they can be easily removed after steeping. (Note:
These times are for loose teas. Bagged teas are broken into small
pieces and need shorter steeping times.)
As always, with personal taste preferences, not everyone will
want a strong cup of tea, so play around with steeping times
to find your personal preference. The longer a true tea is
steeped, the more bitter it will become as compounds called
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tea than
any other
beverage
but water.

Fall Feasting
By Chris Weisman, Deli Manager, Co-op Owner

Face it: Fall is upon us. Yes, I too will
miss margaritas by the poolside, fresh garden vegetables,
and late-night bonfires. But there’s no need to despair
(unless you’ve also been reading about the next polar
vortex), because autumn tenders its own variety of
exciting opportunities. Here at GreenTree, we want to
make the transition from the warm splendor of summer
to the cool, darker days of autumn as easy as possible.
And what is the best way to do that? Food, obviously.
When I think of fall, the first thing that comes to my
mind, and probably to yours too, is pumpkin. Pumpkin
in every form possible. GreenTree offers a delicious
Tuscany pumpkin pasta sauce ($8.39), which, most
happily, is the perfect vehicle for carbs in the form of
pastas. Combine it with our butternut squash ravioli
($6.99 for our family size), and you have the perfect fall
meal. We also offer Pumpkin Seed Cheddar Crispbread
($4.29) and Pepita Sun Butter
($11.69), which is one of the
most delicious creations ever.
Basically, you can have
pumpkin as a snack, dinner,
and dessert. Because why
not?
Fall also makes me think of
apples and baking. Mostly
baking, since swimsuit
season is over, so who cares anymore? And this is
Michigan, after all, and fall is the best time to get apples.
If you’re gluten-free, rejoice! Because we have a
veritable cornucopia of gluten-free flours that will allow
you to enjoy all those wonderful baked goods that make
the cool weather so bearable. If you’re not gluten-free,
then we also have traditional flours, unbleached and
whole grain, so you can have your cake, eat it too, but
then also feel pretty good about it.
Naturally, we sell apples in our produce section, but we
also have a few choices for organic applesauce. Whether
you like it with cinnamon ($4.49) or plain (also $4.49),
we’ve got you covered! Applesauce is also great to bake
with, since it both helps to bind and contributes
moisture to the final product. For the record, the same is
true of pumpkin puree, which we also happen to sell
($2.99). If you have ever had a hankering to make
something pumpkin-y and apple-y, which I strongly
encourage, then now is your chance! Pumpkin apple
cupcakes maybe? Or a spice cake? You could combine
them in a warm and hearty stew! The possibilities are
endless. (Well, not mathematically endless, but there
are a lot of options.)
Summer may be over, but that doesn’t mean the fun is!

By Reeva Ripley, Bulk Buyer, Storekeeper, Co-op Owner

The fantastic thing about purchasing your
grains, bean, flours, nuts, herbs/spices etc.
from the bulk aisle is the ability to buy as much or as little of
the product as you need. Whether you’re buying a little or a lot,
air, heat, moisture, and pests getting to your bulk goods are the
biggest threats to quality. Thankfully, there are a large variety
of containers on the market to meet your storage needs. To
guarantee freshness, store dry goods in cool, dry areas. Using
air-tight containers prevents dry goods from getting stale, wet,
and makes it nearly impossible for pests to infest your foods
while in storage. Mason and Ball jars are readily available cheap
storage solutions. If you’re looking to store a pound or more of
bulk goods, any container made of glass or food-grade plastic
will suffice.
When trying to dissuade pests such as insects and mice from
getting into your stored food, a nice tight rubber seal between
the container opening and the lid is the first line of defense;
finding a container vermin cannot chew through is the second.
It also helps reduce exposure to air. Re-using food jars is the
cheapest storage solution, but doesn’t provide the most reliable
seal. Canning jars allow you to replace the seal with each use.
Metal, plastic, and glass canisters with a rubber seal on the lid
dissuade insects and rodents while maintaining freshness.
When storing large quantities of bulk goods, gallon sized
buckets made of food-grade plastic will give you space and
durability while providing air-tight storage. Buckets of this size
can be procured from local restaurants, bakeries, and right here
at GreenTree, for free or a small price. They can also be
purchased at home improvement stores. Reuse the lids or invest
in airtight Gamma seal lids with spin on/off tops, price ranges
from $4-$10 and can be found at many online retailers. Be sure
any reused container is thoroughly
washed. Other solutions for bulk
food storage are #10 cans and Mylar
bags which can be used in
combination with buckets or by
themselves.
Finding the right containers for
your bulk food purchases can be a
bit of a hassle, but it will not only
save on packaging—it will prolong
the freshness of your foods too! So
remember: airtight, dry, and
vermin free is the way to be when
preserving bulk goods!
Check out these links for more information on containers:
http://www.provident-living-today.com/Bulk-Food-StorageContainers.html
http://www.theprairiehomestead.com/2011/03/a-frugal-sourcefor-food-grade-buckets.html
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By Laura Coffee, Marketing & Owner Services Manager, Co-op Owner

So what is a cooperator to do with this bounty of Michigan
Fall in Michigan is a bountiful time. Baskets of apples, buckets produce? Eat some immediately of course! But then what?
of beans, stacks of corn, and mounds of squash; the fruits (and What should you do when you’ve eaten as much sweet
corn, as many tomatoes, and more squash than any one
vegetables) of summer labor surround us. This year our
human being should, and there’s still a heaping pile of
summer has been surprisingly cool, so other crops, like
green beans left over? Start preserving!
tomatoes, are becoming ripe later than usual too.
Despite our short growing season, this is a very productive
state. Here are a few facts from the Michigan Farm Bureau:

Farmland
 Michigan is home to more than 56,000 farms spread across
10 million acres of farmland. (Editors note: 69,861 of those
acres are certified for USDA Organic production.)
 The average size of a Michigan farm is 179 acres.
 Of the 7.8 million acres of cropland, farmers practice
conservation tillage on more than 3.2 million acres, which
is 40 percent of Michigan's cropland.

There are many ways to preserve produce. Some of the
most common are canning, freezing, drying, fermenting,
and pickling. Each method has it’s own advantages and
disadvantages. Here is an overview of these five methods:

Canning:

Pros—Most foods can be canned. Beyond the jars and lids
themselves, you don’t need much in the way of fancy
equipment.* Once the jars have sealed the foods will last a
very long time without the need for electric refrigeration.
Cons—Canned foods must be pasteurized, killing off any
beneficial bacteria. Improperly canned foods can spoil or
breed food-borne illnesses, like botulism.
Diversity
 Michigan produces more than 200 commodities, making us The basics: The items to be canned are placed in sanitized
the state with the second most diverse agriculture industry jars with a suitably salty or acidic liquid. Food is then
pasteurized in a boiling water bath. Once removed from
in the nation just behind California.
 Michigan has a diverse commodity mix that is made up of the water bath, the jar lids will begin to pop shut and form
an air-tight seal. (Jars that do not seal within 12 hours
about 60 percent crops and 40 percent livestock.
should be promptly refrigerated.) It is very important to
Our state ranks No. 1 nationally in the production of:
use tested recipes when canning, in order to assure the
 Dry Black and Cranberry Beans
safety of the preserved foods.
 Begonias
Recommended reading: Ball Complete Book of Home
 Blueberries
Preserving
*Pressure canning does require a specialized appliance.
 Tart Cherries
 Pickling Cucumbers
Freezing:
 Easter Lilies
Pros—When thawed foods closely resemble their fresh
 Geraniums
state. Colors and flavors are well preserved. All foods can
 Low Fat Ice Cream Mix
be frozen.
Cons—Frozen food is bulky. It requires a constant flow of
 Impatiens
electricity to maintain preservation. Improper seals and
 Petunias
long-term storage can cause “freezer burn”.
 Squash
The basics: Food is cleaned, cut, cooked, or otherwise
All that farming is a lot of work! It takes many hands to bring prepared for freezing. Fruits and vegetables are typically
all those crops from the field to the table.
blanched.* Food is then placed in some type of protective
material, like foil, plastic wrap, or Tupperware to minimize
Employment
contact with air while in the freezer. Vacuum-sealing can
 The agri-food and agri-energy industry supports more than be particularly effective.
900,000 Michigan jobs, roughly 22 percent of the state's
Recommended reading: How to Freeze Fresh Food at Home
workforce.
*Blanching involves dropping foods into boiling water for a
 24,795 Michiganders operate farms as their primary
minute or so and then plunging the food into ice water. This helps
occupation. An additional 52,719 work part-time on farms, preserve the color and flavor.
while maintaining off-farm jobs.
Drying:
 Michigan is home to the nation's pioneer land-grant
university, Michigan State University, where the College Pros—Dried foods are very light, take up little space, and
do not require refrigeration. Most foods can be dried.
of Agriculture and Natural Resources offers many
Flavors are often stronger and more intense after drying.
agriculture-related majors.
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Cons—Drying does effect the color and texture of foods.
The best results are achieved with an electric or solar
dehydrator, (though air-drying and oven drying are
possible) so you may need to purchase or build special
equipment. Dried foods often need to be rehydrated before
consuming.
The Basics: Larger foods are chopped or sliced into thin
consistent pieces before dehydrating. Food is then placed
on a flat surface in a single
layer and exposed to warm dry
air. Very moist foods may need
to be dried at a higher
temperature, or flipped halfway through the drying process.
Recommended reading: The
Dehydrator Bible

Of course, these aren’t the only methods of home food
preservation. Other popular methods include smoking, curing,
candying, and root cellaring. Each method lends itself better to
some foods than others, and each method produces its own
particular mixture of flavors and textures. Experiment with a
few methods until you discover which one is best for your
space, taste, and budget. After all, there is very little point in
filling your pantry with foods you and your family won’t eat!

No matter what method you
choose to try, the most
important thing is always
cleanliness. You don’t need to
be afraid of the food you’re
making in your own kitchen,
but you do need to follow
some simple rules. All of your
equipment should be sanitized
Fermenting:
before use, along with any
Pros—Fermented foods contain
surface that will come into
their own naturally produced
direct contact with food. Take
probiotics, and they have a
off any rings and wash your
uniquely tangy flavor profile.
hands thoroughly, including
No special equipment is
under your nails. If you
required.
choose to wear gloves,
Cons—You have to be very
remember that anything
careful when making these
which would make your hands
foods to inhibit the growth of
I made this small batch of canned Wasabi Beans in dirty makes the gloves dirty
undesirable bacteria. Many
my tiny apartment kitchen!
too. If you would need to
varieties require refrigeration
wash your hands, you need to
once fermentation is complete.
wash or replace your gloves. Finally, don’t allow crossThe basics: Foods are cleaned and processed then placed
contamination between foods. It is especially important to
into a sanitized container or fermentation vessel. A live
avoid cross-contamination of fruits and vegetables by meat,
culture is introduced, typically in the form of bacteria or
egg, or dairy products.
yeast, and the food is allowed to ferment.* Most foods will
need to be kept within a specific temperature range during With all those warnings out of the way, let me just say that
preserving your own food can be a ton of fun. I have
the fermentation process.
personally tried all of the methods examined here, and I have
Recommended reading: Wild Fermentation: The Flavor,
enjoyed all of them. I’ve had one or two failures, (Let me just
Nutrition, and Craft of Live-Culture Foods
*Sometimes this culture is introduced directly from the air or the say that dried radishes are gross.) but many more successes.
While my favorite method is dehydrating, that’s more a
food itself.
function of my space and the types of foods I like to preserve
Pickling:
than a critique of any other method. As you experiment, you’ll
Pros—Pickled foods can be delicious. Depending on the
find your own favorite methods and recipes.
process, they may not need refrigeration.
The books recommended here are just the tip of the iceberg.
Cons—Depending on the process, pickled foods may need
There are many others on the market. One of my personal
to be kept refrigerated.
favorites is Preserving Food without Freezing or Canning:
The basics: There are several ways to pickle foods, but all
Traditional Techniques Using Salt, Oil, Sugar, Alcohol, Vinegar,
involve soaking the food in a salty, acidic, or alcoholic
Drying, Cold Storage, and Lactic Fermentation. In addition to
brine. Once this has been done, most pickles will need to
books, there are also some great web resources. Here are a few
be canned or fermented for long-term storage.
to get you started:
“Refrigerator Pickles” can be made quickly and stored in
The Home Preserving Bible: www.homepreservingbible.com
your fridge, but have a limited shelf life.
Ball Canning: www.freshpreserving.com
Recommended reading: The Joy of Pickling: 250 FlavorPacked Recipes for Vegetables and More from Garden or Market National Center for Home Food Preservation: nchfp.uga.edu/
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Kitchen Tips, Tricks, and Myths
By Christopher Wiesman, Deli Manager, Co-op Owner

I want restaurant-style smooth
hummus. HOW? Easy. What trips up
most home cooks is that they don’t
account for the chickpeas’ tough skin
(which is impossible to see when
they’re dry). Cooking the beans does
soften the skins somewhat, but not
usually enough to keep your hummus
from being a wee bit gritty. However, if
you alkalinize the water with baking
soda, the pectin in the skin breaks down
more easily, resulting in a smoother
product. All you need is 1 1/2 teaspoons
baking soda for every pound of
chickpeas you cook.

milk and allow it to chill in the fridge or
sit undisturbed for a long period, the
water will separate back out, and you
will be left with thick coconut cream.
This cream is suitable for whipping. A
coconut milk beverage, on the other
hand, usually comes in a carton, is
suitable for cereal, and contains other
ingredients like vanilla and sugar.

Although the sprouts
themselves are bitter, their presence
does not indicate that the onion has
gone bad. Keep in mind that the onions
will be less flavorful, as the sprout uses
sugar from the onion in order to grow.

Doesn’t alcohol burn off when cooked?
Actually, no. This is a pretty insidious
myth, one that I’ve been hearing since I
Can I cream butter and sugar by hand? was a kid. Although some alcohol does
Oh, you poor soul. I don’t recommend in fact evaporate when heated, alcohol
creaming butter and sugar by hand, as it binds to water molecules, so as long as
takes nearly 20 minutes of elbowthere is water in your food, some
breaking manual labor to accomplish.
alcohol will stick around too. This isn’t
However! It is possible, if you use
necessarily anything to be worried
What is the difference between coconut whipped butter (make sure it is full fat). about: In fact, in baking, alcohol, in
milk and coconut cream (and coconut
Because the process of creaming
addition to contributing flavor
water)? Let’s break it down: Coconut
essentially means introducing millions (liqueurs, for example), also inhibits
water is the clear liquid inside a
of air bubbles into the mixture that help gluten development, allowing for a
coconut. That’s what you hear sloshing give baked goods lift, whipped butter is tenderer final product. You’re unlikely
around inside a whole coconut when
an obvious choice since it already
to fail a breathalyzer from the quantities
you shake it. Coconut milk is produced contains millions of air bubbles. Good
called for in general, non-boozy recipes.
by pressing coconut flesh, or pureeing it luck.
But just because you can’t taste it,
with water. It typically comes in cans,
doesn’t mean it isn’t there!
Can I use sprouted onions in my
like the variety we carry from Thai
Are red kidney beans poisonous? Well,
cooking? Why yes indeed, you can.
Kitchen. If you take that can of coconut
are they?? Um, no. Red kidney beans do

Alcohol Burn-off Chart
Preparation Method

Percent Retained

alcohol added to boiling liquid &
85%
removed from heat
alcohol flamed

75%

no heat, stored overnight

70%

baked, 25 minutes, alcohol not
stirred into mixture

45%

Baked/simmered dishes with alcohol stirred into mixture:
15 minutes cooking time

40%

30 minutes cooking time

35%

1 hour cooking time

25%

1.5 hours cooking time

20%

2 hours cooking time

10%

2.5 hours cooking time

5%
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contain a lot of a protein called lectin,
which when consumed raw produces
symptoms not unlike terrible food
poisoning, but boiling the beans for a
mere ten minutes destroys all the
lectins. Now please, enjoy your chili in
peace.
What is nutritional yeast? If you know
any vegans, or are one yourself, then
you’re already familiar with this
unfortunately named, but nevertheless
delicious seasoning. Nutritional yeast is
a member of the fungus family, just like
baker’s yeast. It is grown from a
mixture of beet molasses and sugar cane
and then processed into those muchbeloved yellow flakes. What makes
nutritional yeast (also called “nooch”)
so appealing taste-wise is its high levels
of glutamic acid, which is one of the
chemical compounds that boost the
umami flavor in foods.
Now go forth, you newly enlightened
home cooks! Make something
wonderful. And then share it with us.

Everyday Wellness Tips and
Tricks: Essential Oil Edition
By Megan Barber, Wellness Buyer, Co-op Owner

Essential oils are concentrated aroma-compoundcontaining liquids gathered from plants through a
distillation process. This process often includes steaming
or expression. The resulting oils can be used in a wide
variety of applications, including household cleaners and
personal health and beauty products. Often a carrier oil is
used as a base to dilute essential oils. (Applying undiluted
essential oils to the skin can be harmful or irritating.)

To scent your home, you can put a few drops of your
favorite oil on the air conditioning or furnace filters. This
way the air catches the scent and disperses it throughout
the home. Plus the scent can easily be changed with the
seasons!
For colds and congestion, a few
drops of fir needle, peppermint, tea
tree, rosemary, or eucalyptus oil in
a carrier oil can be used as a chest
rub or diluted and inhaled in a
steam bath.
For joint and muscle pain, a few
drops of lemongrass, eucalyptus,
rosemary, or wintergreen oil in a
carrier oil can help ease the pain
without the use of chemicals that
can be absorbed through your skin.
From car rides to rollercoasters, if you suffer from mild
motion sickness try a few drops of peppermint, ginger, or
tarragon oil in a carrier oil, it may help when rubbed over
the navel or behind the ears.
*Discussion: This information is for educational purposes only,
and is not intended to prescribe, treat, prevent, or diagnose any
disease or condition. Follow the directions on the bottle and
consult a physician before using essential oils for any medical
condition.

A Word from
the Board
By Jay Fields, Board Chair, Co-op Owner

Infrastructure is a good thing. It allows efficient movement
of goods and products from producers, to
wholesalers, to retailers. It provides for clean and safe
drinking water. Overhead lights allow for safe walking and
driving. However, infrastructure needs to be repaired and
updated. The last four weeks provided an upfront and
humbling view of how updates to our community
infrastructure can impact our Co-op.
As shoppers, our trips to GreenTree were disrupted by the
removal of the road and sidewalk in front of the Co-op. We
had to walk an extra block, and when the construction crews
removed the sidewalk, we had to walk through dirt and
gravel to get to GreenTree. These inconveniences are
minimal when considering the burdens experienced by staff
and delivery drivers who worked over and around the
construction to make certain that the Co-op had the products
we, as shoppers, expect and demand. The disruption was
exacerbated when construction crews hit a pressurized water
line, leaving the Co-op essentially without water for two
days. Needless to say this disruption had an adverse impact
on the Co-op’s sales.
As of the August 15th, the sidewalks are back and the first
layers of asphalt are down. These are milestones that
hopefully will lead to normal operations for the Co-op.
However, the Co-op has some financial ground to make up.
As Owners, we purchased shares to support the Co-op and
its mission, and in the very near future we will be asked to
financially support the relocation of the Co-op. As a Board
Member and fellow Owner, I am asking you to actively use
the City’s new infrastructure in front of the Co-op, and shop
at GreenTree as much and as often as your household budget
allows. Our combined efforts can put the grand “landscaping
project” behind us so we can continue to focus on our new
location.

Ad Rates:
Small ad: 3.5” wide by 2.0” high: $45 per issue ($40 per
issue for GreenTree Owners)
Large ad: 3.5” wide by 4” high: $85 ($75 per issue for
GreenTree Owners).
Space in the Winter 2014 newsletter must be reserved
by November 15th. Ad spaces are based on a firstcome, first-serve basis depending on the layout of
each newsletter. Payment must be received with
camera-ready or high resolution electronic copy (jpg,
pdf, or gif) at the time of reservation.
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Community Partner: Dharma Mojo Tea Bar + Grill
By Rachel Cromell, Marketing Assistant, Storekeeper, Co-op Owner

GreenTree’s community partner
Dharma Mojo is a Mt. Pleasant
restaurant committed to offering
healthy, plant-based meals with distinctive flavor.

gluten-free.
Restaurant staff are
happy to convert
menu items to
Dharma Mojo, located at 210 West Pickard Street, offers an vegan or glutenfree whenever
eclectic vegan-vegetarian menu that provides lunch and
dinner fare. The menu features fresh, healthy creations like possible.
wheatgrass shots, matcha tea, and raw veggie salads, but
Dharma Mojo has a
also includes vegetarian comfort foods like burrito bowls,
sleek, urban atmosphere, with stainless steel fixtures and
grilled sandwiches, and veggie burgers. Edamame-hummus stylish décor showcasing the tea bar that is the restaurant’s
(aka edamole), flatbreads, and baked goods round out the
central feature. Dharma Mojo offers more than thirty types
menu. Specials are seasonally-inspired creations that
of tea leaves for customers to choose from. Each beverage is
change on a weekly basis.
made to order from whole tea leaves.
Dharma Mojo’s cuisine showcases flavor profiles from the
Mediterranean, Asia, and the American Southwest. Staff
favorites include the Rodeo Burger, the Asparagus
Flatbread, and organic house iced teas.
In keeping with Dharma Mojo’s health philosophy,
ingredients are purchased
fresh, and organic when
available. Items are crafted
to be both nutritious and
flavorful, dispelling the
myth that healthy food has
to taste like cardboard.
Simple combinations of
great ingredients are key; the
menu states, “We don’t
think you should need a
biochemist to read your
food’s ingredients.” All
menu items are vegan or
vegetarian, and many are

Restaurant Owner (and GreenTree Owner) Mike
Otterbine was inspired to open Dharma Mojo because he
felt there was a serious lack of vegan/vegetarian
restaurants in Mount Pleasant. He said, “We had the
building, so I just said what the hell and decided to create
the restaurant I was imagining.” His idea was to bring “a
little bit of Chicago or New York to Mount Pleasant.”

Otterbine had multiple inspirations for the restaurant
name, and said that he was influenced by a yogi, the
concept of Dharma (“the righteous path”) and by the bluesinspired idea of “Mojo,” meaning energy.
Dharma Mojo offers a Community Partner discount of 15%
off each order with the presentation of a GreenTree Owner
card.
Dharma Mojo can be contacted at (989) 317-8555. Weekly
specials can be found on the restaurant’s Facebook page,
www.facebook.com/dharmamojo. Dharma Mojo is open
Tuesday-Saturday from 11:00am to 8:00pm, and on Sunday
from 11:00am to 3:00pm.

Who are GreenTree’s NEW Community Partners?
Body Works NHC—10% discount on all bodywork services
offered by Erica Marsden.
Phone: 989-817-2860, Located at: 400 S University

Massage Central—10% off any service or purchase. (Does not
include a discount on bi-monthly rates.) Phone: 989-400-0573,
Located at: 1010 W High Street

The Book Shelf—10% off any magazine purchase.
Phone: 989-317-3067, Located at: 1014 S Mission Rd

Painted Turtle—10% off total purchases.
Phone: 989-317-8008, Located at: 209 W Broadway

Buckley’s Canoes—$5 off any weekday canoe rental or $3 off
any weekday kayak rental.
Phone: 989-772-5437, E-mail: info@buckleyscanoe.com

Redbird Feeds & Pet Supplies—10% off total purchases.
Phone: 989-773-2399, Located at: 1210 E Pickard

Dharma Mojo Tea Bar & Grill—15% off your total order.
Phone: 989-317-8555, Located at: 210 W Pickard St
Endurance Fitness Centers—A free 30 day pass.
Phone: 989-317-3425, Website: www.endurancefitnessmountpleasant.com

ThePlate Boutique—10% off any in store boutique purchase.
Phone: 989-400-1478, Website: www.theplateboutique.com
The Triangle Motel—5% discount on room rentals to
GreenTree Owners and visiting family members. (Not to be
combined with any other offer.)
Phone: 989-463-2296 Website: www.thetrianglemotel.com

Lavana Shurtliff Jewelry—10% off any merchandise
purchased at Lavana Shurtliff Jewelry. Phone: 989-773-3801, Whitford Chiropractic Clinic—A free initial consultation and
Website: www.lavana.com
exam on first visit.
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Featuring: Megan Barber, Wellness Buyer, Co-op Owner

Where are you from?
About one hour north in Roscommon, MI.

Describe your perfect
breakfast.
How did you first find the Co-op?
Cinnamon French toast,
A backpacker friend said this was the place for peanut butter fresh fruit, and hot
and Clif Bars.
chocolate with whipped
cream.
How long have you worked here?
Since October of 2013.
What is the best part of your job?
I love learning about new products that are great for overall
health and helping customers find exactly what they need.
I

What is your favorite
GreenTree product?
Desert Essence Organic Gentle Nourishing Cleanser! It’s
great for my sensitive skin!
Favorite movie?
The X-men series. Hands down.

Do you like to cook?
Not at all.

What’s your favorite thing to do in Mt. Pleasant?
Rockclimb and high adventure course in Adventure
Seminars on CMU’s campus.
Tell us something about yourself others might not know.
I love reading and can go through up to three books a day.
i

i

Where are some of your favorite travel destinations?
A cabin in Oscoda on Lake Huron, backcountry camping on
Jordan River Pathway in Mancelona, MI.
What are your hobbies?
Backpacking, kayaking, reading, and hiking.
What music is playing in your car, home, or head?
Alternative or country, but preferably 90s country.
i

Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
In Michigan, married, working on a smaller footprint, being
more active in which ever town I’m in and spending time
just being outdoors.

A (Healthy) Bountiful Harvest
By Dave Whitney, Produce Buyer, Co-op Owner

Fall produce benefits from summer's
long, hot growing season. Root
vegetables, like parsnips and sweet
potatoes, get pulled from the soil,
gracing plates with their sweet
earthiness. Apples, cranberries and
pumpkin herald the festive side of Fall,
like warm pies, savory stuffings and
comforting bread puddings.



Nutrition Profile—very good source
of dietary fiber, vitamin A, and
vitamin C
Kale
 Fast Fact—frost actually is a good
thing for kale, causing leaves to
become sweeter
 Culinary Tip—marinating kale breaks
down the rigid cell structures
 Nutrition Profile—very good source
Here’s the breakdown on a few Fall
of vitamin A, vitamin C, vitamin K,
favorites:
vitamin B6 and calcium; good source
of dietary fiber, protein, folate and
Brussels Sprouts
iron
 Fast Fact—named after the original
Pumpkins
site of cultivation in the 16th century,
 Fast Fact—pumpkins are 90% water;
the Belgian city of Brussels
pumpkins are fruit
 Culinary Tip—slice thinly in salads,

Culinary Tip—for baking, use Sugar
or; quarter, drizzle with oil and
Pie pumpkins, Cinderella, or Pink
balsamic vinegar, then roast

Banana Squash
 Nutrition
Profile—very good
source of dietary fiber, vitamin A and
vitamin C; good source of vitamin E,
vitamin B6, iron and folate
Winter Squash
 Fast Fact—winter squash are
harvested in the fall, but because of
their thick skins, can last through the
winter
 Culinary Tips—Blue Hokkaido; with
its gray-blue skin and bright orange
flesh, offers dramatic plate
presentation for stuffed squash
 Nutrition Profile—very good source
of dietary fiber, vitamin A, vitamin C
and vitamin B6; good source of
vitamin K, potassium and folate
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214 N Franklin
Mt. Pleasant, MI 48858
www.greentree.coop

Calling All
Cooperators!
Do you have a favorite cold weather dish or
holiday treat? We’d love to hear about it!
GreenTree is now accepting recipe
submissions
from Co-op Owners for inclusion in our Winter
newsletter. Please send any recipes you would like
to share with your fellow Owners to
laura@greentree.coop by November 1st. Pictures are
appreciated, but not required. Please feel encouraged
to include a short description of where the recipe
came from, or how you like to serve it.

